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INTRODUCTION
The paper discusses a purely combinatorial version of the classical
concept of a representation of a matroid. It was shown in our previous
work [16] that representations of matroids by vector configurations can be
interpreted in more general terms as representations in semimodular
lattices. In the case of the lattice of subspaces of a finite dimensional vector
space over a division ring this new definition coincides with the classical
one. Moreover, the complex of maximal chains of a semimodular lattice of
finite height admits a structure of a chamber complex with a metric valued
in a Coxeter group, which allows us to use another interpretation of
representations of matroids, this time in terms of retractions of chamber
complexes. As shown in [10] and [16], in the case of buildings of type An
this concept of representability is, again, equivalent to the classical one.
In the present paper we make a further step and define the combinatorial
flag varieties 0n , n=2, 3, ..., which behave in many aspects as buildings of
type An&1 over the field of one element. The paper contains a survey of
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properties of these interesting objects. Their most surprising property is
that every matroid on n elements is representable in 0n .
Terminology and Notation
We use the standard terminology and notation of matroid theory
[33, 39, 41] and chamber systems [34, 37, 38]; see [10, 18] and the forth-
coming book [17] for discussion of Coxeter matroids.
Structure of Text
The paper is organised as follows. Three equivalent definitions of the
combinatorial flag variety 0n are given in Section 1, and properties of 0n
are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 contains all necessary definitions con-
cerning (ordinary) matroids, flag matroids, and vocabulary for translation
to the language of Coxeter matroids. Equivalence of the first two defini-
tions of 0n becomes clear at this stage. Section 4 discusses Coxeter metrics
on chamber complexes and Gaussian schemes. Section 5 contains the
proofs of main results about 0n .
1. THREE DEFINITIONS
We start with three equivalent definitions of 0n .
1.1. Definition of 0n in Terms of Matroid Theory
Let 4n be the set of all matroids on [n]=[ 1, 2, ..., n ] partially ordered
by the relation
MPN, M is a quotient of the matroid N
(definitions can be found in Section 3). Then the combinatorial flag variety
0n is the chamber complex of maximal flags (or chains) in 4n .
The idea behind the above definition can be traced back to complexes of
oriented matroids introduced by Gelfand and MacPherson [27, 31].
1.2. Definition in Terms of Coxeter Matroids
Here we freely use the terminology of chamber systems and buildings
[34, 37, 38], Coxeter groups, and Coxeter complexes [23, 34, 37, 38].
Our second (and equivalent) definition of 0n reflects the change in
language of matroid theory initiated by Gelfand and Serganova [28]. We
view maximal flags in 4n as flag matroids for the Coxeter group An&1=
Symn (Section 3).
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1.2.1. A flag matroid on Symn is a map
+: Symn  Symn
which satisfies, for all u, w # Symn , the inequality
w&1+(u)w&1+(w),
where  is the (strong) Bruhat ordering on Symn .
1
1.2.2. Let ri=(i, i+1), i=1, 2, ..., n&1, be standard generators of
W=Symn as a Coxeter group.
0n is the chamber complex of dimension n&1 of all flag matroids on
Symn with n&1 types of adjacency of chambers ti defined by the rule
+ti &
if and only if
+(w)=&(w) or &(w) ri for all w # Symn .
1.3. Definition of 0n in Terms of the Category Gaussn of Gaussian Schemes
The combinatorial flag variety 0n can be characterised as the final object
in the category of Gaussian schemes of dimension n and their isometries.
Here, a Gaussian scheme over W=Symn (n is the dimension of the
scheme) is a pair of chamber complexes AG of type w with the map
?: A_G  W (called a partial W-metric) which satisfies the following
conditions:
1. ?(a, g)=1 if and only if a= g.
2. If gti g$ and ?(a, g)=w then ?(a, g$) # [w, wri].
3. Let a=c0 , c1 , ..., cl= g be a geodesic gallery connecting a and g.
Assume that cj&1 and cj are ij -adjacent, j=1, ..., l. Then
?(a, g)=ri1 } } } ril
and the word ri1 } } } ril is reduced.
4. There is a bijection @: A  W such that ?(a, a$)=@(a)&1 @(a$).
An isometry ,: (A, G)  (A$, G$) is a chamber map G  G$ which maps
A onto A$ and preserves the W-metric ?.
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1 The same definition works for arbitrary Coxeter groups. At first glance it is not very trans-
parent and friendly but it is surprisingly effective even in the traditional areas of matroid
theory.
Gaussn contains a subcategory equivalent to the category Latn whose
objects are pairs (A, L), where L is a semimodular lattice of height n and
A is a basis in L, i.e. a set of independent atoms a1 , ..., an such that
a1 6 } } } 6 an=1. Morphisms of Latn are join-preserving maps L  L$
which send the distinguished basis A of L onto the distinguished basis A$
of L$. A functor from Latn into Gaussn is defined by
L [ flag complex of L
A [ [flags spanned by permutations of A].
An example of a Gaussian scheme which explains the name is provided
by a flag complex B of a vector space V of dimension n over a field k. Take
a basis a1 , ..., an in V and define A as the set of all flags : spanned by all
possible reorderings of the basis:
:=[ka_(1)<ka_(1) ka_(2)< } } } <ka_(1)  } } } ka_(n)].
A flag ; # B is defined in the basis a_(1) , a_(2) , ..., a_(n) by a nonsingular
matrix M, whose rows, taken accumulatively from top to bottom, generate
subspaces in the flag ;. Let us now use Gaussian elimination to put M in
reduced rowechelon form, by a sequence of the following steps:
1. multiply a row by a nonzero scalar
2. add a multiple of row i to any row below it
3. add a nonzero multiple of row i+1 to row i, and record the
transposition ri
4. transpose rows i and i+1 and record the transposition ri .
Then, provided we have chosen a sequence of row operations which
records the minimum possible number of ri ’s, the W-distance ?(:, ;) is the
product of the ri ’s in the opposite order from that in which they were
recorded. This is very elementary to check, since the operations 1 and 2 do
not change ;, whereas operations 3 and 4 change it to an i-adjacent flag.
However, the above procedure for finding ?(:, ;) is not canonical, for it
depends on finding a minimal sequence of operations 3 and 4. A canonical
procedure may be derived from the well-known Bruhat decomposition of
GL(n); see [24, Section V.5], or [34]. Let B denote the subgroup of lower
triangular matrices in GL(n). Then there is a unique permutation matrix
w # W (where we regard the permutation as occurring on the rows of the
permutation matrix) so that M # BwB, and ?(:, ;)=w. We can compute w
by replacing operations 3 and 4 above by
3$. add a multiple of a column to any column to its left.
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Using operations 1, 2, and 3$, w is the unique permutation matrix to which
M can be reduced. Step 3$ may be regarded as simply a change of basis
which respects both of the flags : and ;.
Thus the concept of Gaussian scheme (A, G) is an extreme abstraction
of the process of Gaussian elimination. A geodesic gallery connecting
chambers : # A and # # G is a protocol of the process of reduction of # to
the row echelon form :.
2. PROPERTIES OF 0n
The starting point of our work is the second definition of 0n , in terms
of Coxeter matroids. Using the terms which are explicitly defined later in
the paper, we have shown the following.
Coxeter subcomplex. 0=0n contains the Coxeter complex for An&1 as
a certain distinguished subcomplex. We denote this subcomplex by A and
will identify it with W.
Partial W-metric. There is a map ?: A_0  W which satisfies the
axioms of a (partial) W-metric on a chamber complex (Theorem 4 in
Section 5.2). It is intrinsically defined in 0 by the following rule: if w # A
and + # 0 are connected by a geodesic gallery of adjacency type i1 , i2 , ..., il
then ?(w, +)=ri1 ri2 } } } r il . In particular, this means that (A, 0) is a
Gaussian scheme.
Retractions. We can define, for every w # A, the retraction \w : 0  A by
the rule
\w(x)=w } ?(w, x).
This is the definition of retraction of a building onto an apartment (cf. [37,
38] and [10]) adapted for 0n .
Every matroid is representable. Indeed, we have the following identity:
if + # 0 then
\w(+)=+(w) for all w # W
(Theorem 5 in Section 5.3).
As we shall see later, if the same identity holds in a building B of type
An&1 then this means precisely that the flag matroid +, now treated as a
flag of matroids in the sense of our first definition, is represented, in the
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traditional meaning of these words for matroid theory, by a system of
vector configurations.
Notice that a chamber in 0 representing a flag matroid + is the flag
matroid + itself. Thus the concept of representation of a matroid becomes a
tautology.
The general properties of Coxeter matroids [10] entail that once we
have represented a flag matroid, we have represented also all its constituent
matroids. Thus every matroid on n elements is represented in 0.
Representation morphism. If B is a building of type An&1 and A is an
apartment in B then there is a map of chamber complexes
\A : B  0
which maps A onto A and preserves the W-metrics
A_B  W and A_0  W
(Section 5.1). The image of \A is the subcomplex formed by all flag
matroids representable in B.
Thus every representation of a complete flag matroid (see Section 3.3) by
a flag of subspaces is translated into a representation in 0n .
Furthermore, by examining the steps for Gaussian elimination in Section
1.3, we see that if a flag of subspaces : corresponds to the permutation w
and the flag of subspaces ; represents the flag matroid +, then
?(:, ;)=?(w, +).
Thus from Corollary 6 we see that, if A and A are canonically identified
with W, then the representation morphism maps any flag of subspaces to the
flag matroid it represents.
The same arguments work for an arbitrary Gaussian scheme (A, G) in
place of B. It easily follows from here that 0n is the final object of Gaussn ,
which proves the equivalence of our second and third definitions.
Remarks. The representation morphism is unique up to automorphisms
of 0n . We can make it unique by redefining the category of Gaussian
schemes so that the apartment A is identified with W and by requiring
morphisms to fix W.
The representation morphism can be extended to noncomplete flag
matroids, and indeed to ordinary matroids, by mapping to appropriate
residues in 0. Again, the resulting representation may be regarded as
tautological.
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Thin Schubert cells and the weak map ordering. The flag variety GB for
G=GLn(k), k is any field, and B a Borel subgroup in G has the natural
structure of a building B of type An&1 . The map
\A : B  0
preserves the partitions of GB and 0n into Schubert cells and thin
Schubert cells [10], the latter being one-element subsets of 0n
(Section 5.4). The adjacency of thin Schubert cells in the Zariski topology
on GB (or real topology, when k=R or C) is described by the weak map
ordering  on 0n , also defined in purely combinatorial and intrinsic for
0n terms.
If +, &: W  W are two matroid maps, we say that +& if w&1+(w)
w&1&(w) for all w # W. It is easy to see that, for the corresponding flag
matroids F and G, this property translates into the following: for all i, the
identity map on [n] is a weak map from the i th constituent matroid Gi of
G to the i th constituent matroid Fi of F. By definition of weak maps (see,
for example, [41]) this means that every basis of Fi is a basis in Gi . This
suggests the name weak map ordering for the ordering  on the set 0 of
all W-matroids.
The weak map ordering is a translation of the closure properties of thin
Schubert cells on GB in combinatorial language. Let k be an algebraically
closed field. It is known [28] that the Zariski closure of a thin Schubert
cell on GGP is not, in general, a union of thin Schubert cells. However, if
K and L are two thin Schubert cells on GB and }, * the corresponding flag
matroids then K & L{< implies *} [11, Theorem 8].
Closures of toric orbits. Note in passing a further property of 0n (its
proof is not included in the present work and will appear in [17]). Fix a
maximal torus H in B and assume that the field k is algebraically closed.
The closure H } x of the H-orbit of a point x # GB is a projective toric
variety and the convex polytope 2(x) canonically associated with it by the
theory of toric varieties can be shown to be a matroid polytope [14] for the
Weyl group W=Symn of the torus H. The combinatorial type of the
polytope 2(x) is entirely determined by the associated flag matroid [19],
which turns out to be the flag matroid \A(x) for the apartment A formed
by the fixed points of the action of H on B=GB. If H } y/H } x then 2( y)
is a face of 2(x). But the latter can be expressed in terms of combinatorial
properties of the flag matroids +=\A(x) and &=\A( y). Thus we have one
more ordering on 0n ,
& is a face of +,
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which describes, in intrinsic terms for 0n , the combinatorics of closures of
toric orbits on GB.
Cohomology. The famous theorem of Solomon and Tits [35] (see also
[24, p. 93]) states that a spherical building of rank n&1 over a finite field
is homotopically equivalent to a one-point union of a finite, nonzero num-
ber of (n&2)-dimensional spheres. Notice that buildings [5] and semi-
modular lattices [4] are shellable. Since the complex 0n is very closely
related to both kinds of objects, these results have the most natural
generalisation to combinatorial flag varieties.
Theorem 1 [12]. For n2:
(1) The complex 0n is shellable.
(2) 0n is homotopy equivalent to a one-point union of a finite, nonzero
number of (n&2)-dimensional spheres. Moreover, the number of spheres is at
least n!.
An analogue of the Steinberg module. The final, and rather obvious,
observation is that 0n admits the natural action of the Coxeter group
W=Symn which preserves adjacency and the metric ?. If 2 is a building of
type An&1 over a finite field Fq , then the highest homology group Hn&2(2)
with the natural action of the group GLn(q) is the Steinberg module for
FIG. 1. Building A2(2) of the projective plane over F2 .
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GLn(q) [35]. It would be interesting to compute Hn&2(0n). In view of
Theorem 1 the group Hn&2(0n) might happen to be an interesting
Symn -module.
2.1. Example: 03
We start with the projective plane over the field of two elements. The flag
complex of this plane is building A2(2): it has vertices of two kinds, corre-
sponding to points and lines of the plane (Fig. 1), with two vertices connected
by an edge if and only if the corresponding point and line are incident.
The combinatorial flag complex 03 is shown in Fig. 2. We see that the
building A2(2) is mapped into 03 isometrically (which is accidental and
happens only for this very small building).
2.2. Geometries over Other Coxeter Groups
The language of the above statements allows us to transfer to arbitrary
Coxeter groups all concepts and definitions involved. Everything, with the
FIG. 2. Combinatorial flag variety 03 , after D. A. Stone. Since thin Schubert cells in the
building A2(2) of the projective plane over F2 (Fano plane) happen to consist of one flag
each, the building A2(2) is embedded into 03 . The only flag matroid in 03 which does not
belong to the image of 2 is circled and highlighted. This is the uniform flag matroid; it con-
sists of all six flags on [ 1, 2, 3 ]. The uniform flag matroid is not representable over F2
although both of its constituents are. However it is representable over all fields with more
than two elements.
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important exception of representability of an arbitrary matroid on n
elements in 0n , can be transferred, word for word, to the combinatorial
flag variety 0W of the finite Coxeter group W.
3. FLAG MATROIDS
3.1. Matroids
Recall that a collection B of subsets of a finite set E which are pairwise
incomparable under inclusion is called a matroid if it satisfies the exchange
property:
For all A, B # B and a # A"B there exists b # B"A such that
A"[a] _ [b] lies in B.
If B is a matroid on the set E, the elements of B are called the bases.
All bases have the same cardinality, known as the rank of B and denoted
rk B. A subset of [n] is independent if it is contained in a basis.
If E is a vector configuration, i.e., a finite set of vectors in a finite-dimen-
sional vector space V over a division ring, then a well-known fact from
linear algebra asserts that the set of all maximal linearly independent sub-
sets of E is a matroid on E. A matroid is representable if it is isomorphic
to the matroid of a vector configuration. Easy examples show that not
every matroid is representable.
3.2. Matroid Quotients
Recall that a circuit of a matroid B is a minimal dependent set, that is,
a subset of [n] which is minimal with respect to the property of being con-
tained in no basis.
Let B and B$ be matroids on the same set [n]. We say that B$ is a
quotient of B (denoted B$PB) if every circuit of B is a union of circuits
of B$.2 Obviously P is a partial ordering on the set 4n of all matroids
on [n].
There are many equivalent characterisations of quotients or strong maps,
see [25, Proposition 7.4.7] and [29, Chap. 8]. We will need the following
facts about quotients. If B$ is a quotient of B and the two matroids are not
equal (we shall denote this by B$OB), then rank(B$)<rank(B). Further-
more, every basis of B contains a basis of B$, and every basis of B$ is
contained in a basis of B (the last statement is a restatement of the fact
that a strong map is also a weak map [29, Lemma 8.1.7]).
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2 This is synonymous with the statement that the identity map on [n] is a strong map from
B to B$.
If LON are matroids on [n] and M is the Higgs lift of L towards N
[29, p. 231] then LOMPN and rk M=rk L+1 [29, Lemma 8.2.4].
This implies that in the partially ordered set (4n , P) maximal chains have
the same length. Thus the set 0n of maximal chains in 4n has the natural
structure of a chamber complex of rank n&1: two chains
B0 OB1 O } } } OBn
and
B$0 OB$1 O } } } OB$n
are i-adjacent, i=1, 2, ..., n&1, if they coincide in all ranks with a possible
exception of rank i (notice that there is only one matroid of rank 0 and of
rank n on [n], so always B0=B$0 and Bn=B$n).
3.3. Flags and flag matroids
A flag F is a strictly increasing sequence F 1/F 2/ } } } /F m of finite sets.
Denote by ki the cardinality of the set F i; the m-tuple (k1 , ..., km) will be
called the rank of F. We shall write F=(F 1, ..., F m); the set F i will be called
ith constituent, or constituent of rank ki , of the flag F.
A collection F of flags of rank (k1 , ..., km) is called a flag matroid on [n]
if
v for each i, the collection of i th constituents forms a matroid Bi ,
called the i th constituent matroid,
v Bi is a quotient of Bi+1 for all im&1, and
v every flag of the form F 1/ } } } /F m, where Fi is a basis of Bi ,
i=1, ..., m, belongs to F.
Notice that every flag matroid is uniquely determined by the chain
B1 O } } } OBm
of its constituent matroids, and, vice versa, we can associate with a chain
B1 O } } } OBm in 4n the flag matroid
[F1 / } } } /Fm | F i # Bi].
A flag is called complete if it contains constituents of every possible
cardinality, i.e., a complete flag on [n] has the form
F 1/F 2/ } } } /F n,
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where F n=[n]. There is a one-to-one correspondence between complete
flags and permutations of [n]: if w # Symn is a permutation then the chain
w([1])/w([2])/ } } } /w([n&1])/w([n])
is a complete flag, and every complete flag is represented by a unique
permutation. Abusing notation, we shall identify complete flags with
permutations.
Now we can introduce the Gale order on the set of all complete flags
which coincides with the (strong) Bruhat order on Symn (this is a folklore
fact; a proof can be found in [13]). If A and B are two k-subsets of [n]
written in the increasing order of elements,
A=[a1< } } } <ak] and B=[b1< } } } <bk]
then we say that AB with respect to the Gale order, if
a1b1 , a2b2 , ..., akbk .
Now if u, w # Symn are permutations then ab in Bruhat order if
u([1])w([1]), u([2])w([2]), ..., u([n&1])w([n&1]).
We consider from now on only flag matroids consisting of complete
flags. The set of all complete flag matroids on [n] can be identified with
the chamber complex 0n of maximal chains in 4n . Thus, complete flag
matroids F and F$ are i-adjacent if and only if their constituent matroids
coincide in all ranks except i.
It is shown in [13] that a set FSymn of complete flags on [n] is a
flag matroid if and only if F satisfies the maximality condition: for each
permutation w of [n], there exists a unique w-maximal permutation
v # F; i.e.,
w&1uw&1v
for all u # F.
Obviously, the map +: Symn  Symn which selects the w-maximal
element v=+(w) in F satisfies the inequality
w&1+(u)w&1+(w) for all u, w # Symn . (1)
We shall call a map +: Symn  Symn which satisfies the above inequality
a matroid map. With every flag matroid F we can associate a matroid map
+=+F ; vice versa, given a matroid map, its image is a flag matroid. It is
easy to see that the image of the matroid map +F associated with a flag
matroid F is exactly F.
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Finally, notice that Inequality (3.1) makes sense for an arbitrary Coxeter
group W and is the starting point of the theory of Coxeter matroids
[10, 17].
4. COXETER METRIC ON A CHAMBER SYSTEM
4.1. Coxeter Metric
Let W be a Coxeter group with the set of standard generators r1 , ..., rn .
Let C be an arbitrary set. A W-metric on the set C (or Coxeter metric,
if we do not wish to specify the group W) is a map
?: C_C  W
satisfying, for all c, d # C, the following properties.
Axiom 0. ?(c, d )=?(d, c)&1.
Axiom 1. ?(c, d )=1 if and only if c=d.
Notice that the group W itself has a natural Coxeter metric ?(u, v)=
u&1v. If A and B are two sets with a W-metric, a W-isometry from A to B
is a map preserving the W-metric. Notice that the left multiplication by an
element of W is a W-isometry of W.
If we define two elements a, b # C to be i-adjacent if ?(a, b) # [1, ri], this
turns the set C with a W-metric ? into a chamber system of type [1, ..., n].
In particular, we shall call elements of C chambers. This also allows us to
define, in the usual way, galleries and geodesic galleries in C.
We shall require two further properties from the W-metric ?.
Axiom 2. If d and d $ are i-adjacent and ?(c, d )=w then
?(c, d $) # [w, wri].
Axiom 3. Let c=c0 , c1 , ..., cl=d be a geodesic gallery connecting c and
d. Assume that cj&1 and cj are ij -adjacent, j=1, ..., l. Then
?(c, d)=r i1 } } } ril
and the word ri1 } } } ril is reduced.
In this situation we shall say that C is a chamber system with a W-metric.
A Coxeter group W with the metric ?(x, y)=x&1y is a chamber system
with a W-metric, known as the Coxeter complex of type W.
Buildings. This is the most prominent class of chamber complexes with
a W-metric [37, 38].
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Let W be a Coxeter group with the distinguished set of generators
R=[ri , i # I]. By definition, a building of type W is a chamber system 2
with W-metric such that each equivalence class of i-adjacency (or panel)
contains at least two chambers and such that if w=ri1 } } } rik is a reduced
expression for w # W, then ?(x, y)=w if and only if x and y can be joined
by a gallery of type i1 } } } ik .
We say that a building is thick if every panel contains at least three
chambers. It is called thin if every panel contains exactly two chambers.
The Coxeter complexes are thin buildings, with a W-metric ?(x, y)=x&1y.
4.2. Chamber Complex of a Semimodular Lattice
Another important example of chamber complexes with Symn metric is
provided by the chain complex C of a semimodular lattice L of height n.
The Symn -distance ?(c, d ) between two maximal chains
c=[c0<c1< } } } <cn] and d=[d0<d1< } } } <dn]
in L was introduced by Abels [1, 2] who called it the JordanHo lder
permutation. The definition is as follows:
?(c, d )( j)=i if {di&1 6 ck=di 6 ckdi&1 6 ck<di 6 ck
for all k j
for all k< j.
(2)
It is shown in Abels [1] that ?(c, d ) is a permutation of [n]. If
r1=(12), r2=(23), ..., rn&1=(n&1, n)
are standard generators of Symn as a Coxeter group of type An&1 , then it
follows from [2, Theorem 3.5(a)(e)] that ? satisfies Axioms 03. Thus C
is a chamber system with Symn -metric. Two chambers (maximal chains) c
and d are i-adjacent if and only if cj=dj for all j{i.
Of course, the lattice of subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space
over a division ring is semimodular (even modular) and has finite height.
Buildings of type An=Symn+1 , n3 are flag complexes of finite dimen-
sional vector spaces over division rings [36]. Therefore buildings of type
An constitute a special case of flag complexes of semimodular lattices of
finite length.
We assume from now on that we have a chamber system C with a
Coxeter metric
?: C_C  W.
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4.3. Apartments
A ?-isometric image of the Coxeter complex W in C is called an
apartment. In buildings, apartments exist by [34, Theorem 3.6] and,
moreover, any two chambers in a building lie in a common apartment [34,
Corollary 3.7].
As soon as we have an apartment A in a chamber system C with
w-metric, the pair (A, C) forms a Gaussian scheme.
An important class of apartments in the chamber complexes of semi-
modular lattices is associated with bases of lattices. Here are the necessary
technical definitions. Let 1 denote the maximal element of a semimodular
lattice L of finite height h(L)=h(1). We say that a set of atoms
A=[a1 , ..., ak] is independent, if
ai0 7 (ai1 6 } } } 6 aim)=0
for any set of pairwise distinct atoms ai0 , ai1 , ..., a im . A basis A=[a1 , ..., an]
in L is an independent set of atoms such that a1 6 } } } 6 an=1. Obviously
n=h(L) and
0<a1<a1 6 a2< } } } <a1 6 } } } 6 an
is a maximal chain in L; we say that this chain is spanned by the (ordered)
basis a1 , ..., an .
The set A of chains spanned by all orderings of A is an apartment in the
chain complex C of the lattice L.
4.4. Retractions
Assume that (A, C) is a Gaussian scheme. Then, for any given chamber
a # A, one can define the retraction of C onto A with the centre a as the
map
\a : C  A
which sends the chamber c # C to the unique chamber b # A with the
property ?(a, c)=?(a, b). Notice some properties of retractions:
v The map \a is an idempotent morphism of chamber systems.
Indeed, it sends adjacent chambers to adjacent chambers, by Axiom 2. In
particular, \a maps galleries in C onto galleries in A.
v \a sends a geodesic gallery connecting a and c to a geodesic gallery,
by Axiom 3.
v When we consider topological realisations of C and A, the map \a
gives rise to a retraction, in the topological sense, of the topological space
of C onto that of A.
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4.5. Coxeter Matroids
Now let us identify the apartment A with W and, given a chamber c # C,
define the map +c : W  W by the rule
+c(w)=\w(c).
The main result of [10] can be stated in the following form.
Theorem 2 [10, Theorem 5]. In this notation, +c is a matroid map, i.e.,
w&1+c(u)w&1+c(w)
for all u, w # W;  here denotes the (strong) Bruhat ordering on W.
Matroid maps are main objects of the theory of Coxeter matroids. The
above result introduces the concept of representability in the theory of
Coxeter matroids. Namely, a matroid map +: W  W is representable in a
building C (or, in a more general setting, in a chamber system with a
W-metric) if + has the form +c for some chamber c # C and apartment
AC.
4.6. Every Flag Matroid is Representable in a Semimodular Lattice
(Ordinary) flag matroids constitute a special case of Coxeter matroids,
for the Coxeter group An&1=Symn , and Theorem 2 in that case becomes
the maximality condition (1). It is shown in [16] that, in the case of
buildings of type An , i.e. flag complexes of lattices of subspaces in a finite
dimensional vector space over a division ring, representation by a retrac-
tion is equivalent to the classical concept of representation.
In the wider class of chamber complexes associated with semimodular
lattices, every flag matroid becomes representable. Namely, one of the
results of [16] can be summarised as the following
Theorem 3. Let F be a flag matroid on [n]. Then there exists a semi-
modular lattice L of rank n, chain c=[c1< } } } <cm] in L and apartment
A in the flag complex C of L representing the matroid map +=+F
associated with F, i.e. for all a # A
\a(c)=+(a).
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Notice that adjacency in the chamber system 0=0n of all flag matroids
on [n] translates in the language of matroid maps on the group W=Symn
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in the following way. Two flag matroids +, &: W  W are i-adjacent,
i=1, 2, ..., n&1, if, for all w # W,
+(w)=&(w) or &(w)(i, i+1),
i.e., the permutations +(w) and &(w) differ at most at two positions i and
i+1. Obviously, matroids on the set [1, 2, ..., n] can be interpreted as
residues of 0, in the standard terminology of chamber systems; see, for
example, the discussion in [10]. Recall that a residue of type k, or
k-residue in a chamber system of type [1, ..., n], is an equivalence class of
the relation t defined as the transitive closure of j-adjacencies for all
adjacency types j{k, 1 jn. Thus flag matroids F and F$ belong to
the same k-residue if and only if they possess the same constituent matroid
of rank k.
5.1. Representation Morphism
Let C be a chamber complex with a W-metric and A an apartment in
C. If c and d are two i-adjacent chambers in C then, since retractions
preserve adjacency, \a, A(c) is i-adjacent to \a, A(d ) for all a # A. Hence the
matroid maps +c and +d are i-adjacent.
This defines a morphism of chamber complexes C  0, c [ +c ;
obviously it maps the chamber complex C onto a connected subcomplex of
0 consisting of all flag matroids representable in the pair (C, A). We shall
call this morphism a representation morphism from C to 0. Of course,
representation morphisms depend on the choice of the apartment A in C,
and a chamber a # A, so it is natural to denote them as
\a, A : C  0.
When there is no danger of confusion we shall write \A or just \ instead
of \a, A .
In particular, if C is the chain complex of a semimodular lattice then flag
matroids representable in C form a connected subcomplex of 0.
We have a special subcomplex A/0 consisting of all constant matroid
maps
|: W  [w], w # W.
We shall identify A with W. If A is an apartment in a chamber complex
C with a W-metric than the representation map \A maps A onto A
isometrically.
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5.2. Partial Metric on 0
It can be shown that 0 does not, in general, admit a W-metric.
However, the following theorem shows that it admits a partial metric.
Theorem 4. There is a well-defined map ?: A_0  W which satisfies
Axioms 03. In particular, this means that (A, 0) is a Gaussian scheme.
Proof. Let + be an arbitrary chamber (i.e., matroid map from W to W )
in 0. By Theorem 3 we can find a chamber system C with a W-metric, an
apartment A and a chamber c # C such that
+(w)=\w, A(c) for all w # W,
where we identified A and A with W in a way which agrees with the
isometry \A : A  A. Now we define
?(w, +)=?(w, c),
where on the right-hand side the metric is taken in C.
Let w=c0 , c1 , ..., cl=c be a geodesic gallery connecting w and c and let
cj&1 and cj be ij -adjacent, i=1, ..., l. Then \w, A maps this gallery onto a
geodesic gallery w0=w, w1 , ..., wl=+(w) where wj&1 and wj are ij -adjacent;
that is, wj=wj&1rij . Hence r i1 } } } ril=w
&1+(w). On the other hand, by
Axiom 3 for the metric ? on C we have ri1 } } } ril=?(w, c).
Hence we proved a useful formula:
?(w, +)=w&1+(w), w # W, + # 0. (3)
In particular, the value of ?(w, +) does not depend on the choice of C, A
and c # C.
Also, by Axiom 3 the word ri1 } } } ril=w
&1+(w) is reduced, which yields
a very useful observation that the matroids +i corresponding to chambers
ci # C form a gallery connecting w and + of length l(?(w, +)).3
Now we are in position to check Axiom 1. If ?(w, +)=1 then, for any
u # W, we get from the definition of the matroid map that w&1+(u)
w&1+(w)=1. But then w&1+(u)=1 by an obvious property of the Bruhat
ordering and w=+(u) for all u. Hence + is a constant map and +=w as
matroid maps. Vice versa, if +=w is a constant map, then +(w)=w and
?(w, +)=1.
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3 Here length l(u) is defined, according to the conventions of the theory of Coxeter groups,
as the length of (any) reduced expression for u # W in terms of the standard generators.
Axiom 2 is an immediate consequence of Eq (3). Indeed, if + and & are
i-adjacent then +(w)=&(w) or +(w)=&(w) ri by definition of adjacency in
0. But then, corresponding to the two cases,
?(w, &)=w&1&(w)=w&1+(w)=?(w, +)
or
?(w, &)=w&1&(w)=w&1+(w) ri=?(w, +) ri ,
proving Axiom 2.
So we are left with Axiom 3. Let w=+0 , +1 , ..., +k=+ be a geodesic
gallery connecting w # A and + # 0, as in the setting of Axiom 3, where
+j&1 and +j are i $j -adjacent. Hence +j (w)=+j&1(w) or + j&1(w) ri $j and
?(w, +) equals, by repeating application of Axiom 2, the product of some
of ri $j .
We have already had a gallery connecting w and + of length
l=l(w&1+(w))=l(?(w, +). Hence k=l and ?(w, +)=r i $1 } } } ri $k is a reduced
expression. K
5.3. Representations in 0
Properties of the partial metric ? on A_0 established in Theorem 4
suffice to define, for every w # A, the retraction
\w : 0  A
with the centre w. Now we come to a striking observation that every flag
matroid on [n] is representable by retractions of 0 onto A.
Theorem 5. If +: W  W is a flag matroid map then we have, for every
w # W,
\w(+)=+(w).
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Eq. (3)
\w(+)=w } ?(w, +)=w } w&1+(w)=+(w). K
Corollary 6. A flag matroid map + is uniquely determined by \w(+),
that is, by its distances ?(w, +) for w # A.
So far we have considered representations of flag matroids; now we wish
to briefly discuss descent to matroids as was introduced in [10].
If B is a matroid of rank k on [n], it corresponds to a k-residue B in
0. Let + # B be a flag matroid containing B as its rank k constituent.
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Retractions, being morphisms of chamber systems, map k-residues onto
k-residues. Obviously, a k-residue in W is a coset with respect to the maxi-
mal parabolic subgroup P=(ri | i{k). Therefore we have the well-defined
factor map
+~ : W  WP
+~ : w [ \w(+) } P.
Notice that the matroid inequality w&1\u(+)w&1\w(+), for u, w # W,
becomes, according to the properties of the Bruhat ordering  on WP
[10], the matroid inequality
w&1+~ (u)w&1+~ (w)
for ordinary matroids, and the map +~ : W  WP becomes the matroid map
associated with the matroid B; see [10] for details.
Thus the combinatorial flag variety 0 has a rich enough structure for
every matroid and flag matroid to be representable in 0 in exactly the
same way as matroids and flag matroids are represented in semimodular
lattices and buildings. Moreover, the representation of a matroid in 0 is
tautological: every flag matroid + is represented by itself. This observation
shows that 0 plays a very special role in matroid theory and deserves a
careful study.
5.4. Schubert Cells
If we fix a chamber 1 in the apartment A then, for any w # W, the
Schubert cell Cw is defined as the subcomplex
Cw=[+ # 0 | ?(1, +)=w].
Also introduce, for sake of symmetry, the set
Cw, u=[+ # 0 | ?(w, +)=u].
Notice that, in the natural action of W on 0, w } C1, u=Cw, u .
If G=GLn(k) for some field k, then choice of a basis A in the underlying
vector space V=kn determines an apartment A in the flag complex B of
V. (Recall that B is a building of type An&1=Symn .) Choice of ordering
A=[a1<a1< } } } <an]
of the basis A is equivalent to fixing a chamber 1 in A. Take the Borel
subgroup B defined as the stabiliser of the flag
ka1<ka1 ka2< } } } <ka1  } } } kan .
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Then the flag variety GB is canonically identified with B. The representa-
tion morphism \A : B  0 maps the Schubert cell C=BvB onto Cv ; see
the discussion of Schubert cells in [10]. Analogously, the Schubert cell
wC=wBvB can be rewritten as wBw&1uB for u=wv is mapped onto
Cw, w&1u=[+ # 0 | ?(w, +)=w&1u].
If
K= ,
w # W
wBw&1+(w) B
is the thin Schubert cell which corresponds, according to [10, Theorem 2],
to a matroid map +: W  W, then \A(K)=[+].
We can introduce, by analogy with flag varieties [10, 28], the decom-
position of 0 into the disjoint union of thin Schubert cells as the most
coarse W-invariant refinement of the Schubert cell decomposition
0=v # W Cv .
Notice that thin Schubert cells on 0 are 1-element subsets. Indeed, a
non-empty intersection of the form
K= ,
w, v # W
Cw, w&1v ,
which contains the given chamber + # 0 can be rewritten as
K= ,
w, v # W
Cw, w&1}(w) ,
where w&1}(w) equals the unique v # W such that + # Cw, v . But this means,
by definition of the sets Cw, v , that w&1}(w)=?(w, +)=w&1+(w) and
}(w)=+(w). Hence every matroid map + # K equals }; i.e., K contains
exactly one element.
The above remarks are also true for Schubert cells and thin Schubert
cells on the flag varieties GGP of G over a parabolic subgroup GP in G
defined by a parabolic subgroup P in W; one has to replace the word
‘‘matroid’’ by ‘‘matroid for W and P’’ and consider the residues of type P
in B and 0 in place of chambers; see [10, Theorem 4] for more detail.
6. COMBINATORIAL FLAG VARIETIES OVER ARBITRARY
COXETER GROUPS
6.1. General Definition
Let (W, R) be a Coxeter group with the set of canonical generators R.
If W is finite (or affine, or even hyperbolic) so that the concept of a
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Coxeter matroid for W and an arbitrary parabolic subgroup P<W makes
sense, we can consider the set 0 =0 W of all matroids for W and 1.
Recall that a Coxeter matroid for W and 1 (or W-matroid, or flag
matroid for W in the terminology of [10]) is a map +: W  W which
satisfies
w&1+(u)w&1+(w) (4)
for all u, w # W;  here denotes the Bruhat ordering on W.
Let R=[r1 , ..., rn] be the canonical generators for W. We can turn 0 W
into a chamber complex of the same type as the Coxeter complex for W by
setting
+ti &
if and only if, for all w # W,
+(w)=&(w) or &(w) ri .
A map :u : W  W which sends all elements in W to the fixed element
u # W is obviously a matroid map. The set of such maps for all u # W forms
in 0 W a subcomplex A isomorphic to the Coxeter complex of the group W.
Unfortunately in the case of Coxeter groups other than An and A 1 we do
not know whether 0 W is a Gaussian scheme. If W is infinite, we do not
even know whether 0 W is connected or not.
But if we define the combinatorial flag variety 0W of type W as the sub-
complex of 0 W consisting of W-matroids representable in some Gaussian
scheme over W, then almost all properties of 0n which were discussed in
this work can be transferred, with exactly the same proofs, to 0W .
We summarise them as the following theorem.
Theorem 7. In the above notation, the following statements are true.
v There is a partial W-metric ?: A_0W  W, hence 0W is a Gaussian
scheme.
v For every Gaussian scheme (A, G) over W there is a representation
morphism G  0W which preserves the partial metric.
v For every W-matroid + # 0W , and for every w # W,
\w(+)=+(w).
This means that every W-matroid representable in some Gaussian scheme
over W is tautologically represented in 0W by itself.
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There are also obvious analogues of results about Schubert cells, thin
Schubert cells and weak map ordering. We do not state them here since
their statements (Sections 5.4 and 2) can be rewritten word for word.
Conjecture. If W is a finite Coxeter group then every W-matroid is
representable by some Gaussian scheme and, therefore, is representable
in 0W .
It will immediately follow from this conjecture that 0W=0 W .
6.2. Brief Comments on Possible Directions of Further Research
Symplectic matroids. The next class of Coxeter matroids, after ordinary
matroids and flag matroids (Coxeter matroids for Symn), is that of
symplectic matroids (Coxeter matroids for the Coxeter group BCn) [15].
Question. Is it true that every symplectic flag matroid is representable
in 0 BCn ?
We foresee two possible approaches to resolving this question.
One way is to repeat the constructions of the present work. It will
require a developed theory of quotients for symplectic matroids. So far we
have, as the definition of complete symplectic flag matroid, only one for-
mulation. If W=BCn is the corresponding Coxeter group, we understand
a complete symplectic flag matroid as a map +: W  W which satisfies the
matroid inequality
w&1+(u)w&1+(w) for all u, w # W.
We have no suitable version, for our purpose, of symplectic incidence
geometry, though a recent work by Kung [30] might be useful. The work
by Bouchet [21] on Lagrangian matroids arising from maps on surfaces
and especially the cohomological interpretation of his construction [7]
suggest that the concept of a circuit in a symplectic matroid is more
intricate than in ordinary matroids. But there are hopes that circuits in
symplectic matroids can be effectively handled, mostly because properties
of independent sets in symplectic matroids admit a surprisingly simple
axiomatisation [26].
But it would be much more interesting to approach the problem by
achieving a better understanding of the category GaussW of Gaussian
schemes over W, not only for W=An or W=BCn , but for an arbitrary
finite Coxeter group.
Oriented matroids. It would be interesting to study, by analogy with
0n , the structure consisting of
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v the flag complex OMn of the oriented matroids on [n], ordered by
the strong map ordering, and
v the weak map ordering on OMn .
Some fragments of it, OM-Grassmannians, has been already introduced by
Mnev and Ziegler [32]. They also gave the name MacPhersonian and
notation McP(n, k) to the set of k-residues in OMn ordered by weak maps;
the latter was first introduced by Gelfand and MacPherson [27, 31].
Oriented matroids require, of course, a more delicate approach. As
shown in [32], and due to J. Richter-Gebert, the factorisation theorem of
strong maps [29, Theorem 8.27] is not true for the oriented matroids. It
was the main tool used in the present work for the proof of representability
of matroids in 0n . But the subcomplex of realisable matroids in OMn is
still of considerable interest.
Oriented symplectic matroids. It would be even more interesting to con-
struct the chamber complex of oriented symplectic matroids. The work here
has just started and we have the concept of orientation defined only for
matroids of maximal rank (Lagrangian matroids4) [9, 40]. However, this
suffices for observing that the Maslov index [3] can be easily and very
naturally expressed in the language of oriented Lagrangian matroids and,
therefore, is a purely combinatorial concept.
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